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9. Global Warming

Worksheet 1

A  Say whether the following statements are True or False:
1. CFC is the name of a new cricket team.      
2. Global warming is caused by the Greenhouse Effect.   
3. Warming of oceans causes rainfall to decrease.    
4. We can do nothing to control Global Warming.   
5. Trees are a great help in controlling Global Warming.    

B  Select the right options to complete each sentence:
1. Global Warming can cause

	 (a)	 floods			 (b)	 accidents	 (c)	 deserts
2. In place of plastic bags, we should use bags made of

 (a) leather (b) thermocol (c) jute
3. We should use paper that is

 (a) already used (b) recycled   (c) thrown away
4. Burning wood and fossil fuels releases more

 (a) carbon dioxide (b) hydrogen  (c) oxygen
5. If Global Warming continues, many species will become 

 (a) larger (b) smaller (c) extinct

C  Fill in the blanks:
1. The air that surrounds the Earth is called the .
2. Floods can cause   and .
3. Some of the greenhouse gases are ,  and .
4. Melting of glaciers and ice-caps causes the   to rise.
5. CFCs are released by  and  .

Answers to Worksheet I

 A. 1. False 2. True 3. False 4. False 5. True
 B. 1. a 2. c 3. b 4. a 5. c
 C. 1. atmosphere 2. food shortage; disease 3. carbon dioxide, methane; CFC 

4. sea level 5. perfumes; deodorant sprays
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Worksheet 2
A  Name the natural disasters shown below.

   
 1.  2.  3. 

B  Name those creatures that are endangered.

     
 1.  2.  3.  4.  5. 

C  Tick those of the following that can help control Global Warming:

   
 1.  2.  3. 

D   Project: Write a paragraph about how you would like to improve the environment. 
Paste pictures too.

Answers to Worksheet 2

 A. 1.	flood	 2. tsunami 3. earthquake
 B. 2. polar bear 3. whale 4. penguin   
 C. Tick 2 and 3.
 D. Any reasonable answer is acceptable.


